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Preface
Mainstream economists do not understand what money is, says Gunnar
Heinsohn. That is why they also do not understand how interest, the money market
and banks work. This German thinker issues a provocative challenge to traditional
economists and presents a well thought-out counterview.
For readers of my Malik Letter I am publishing the interview on Interest, the Money
Market and Banks that Gunnar Heinsohn gave for the magazine “Schweizer Monat”
in July 2012. I warmly thank René Scheu, the publisher and editor-in-chief, for
allowing it to be reprinted here. I recommend “Schweizer Monat” for regular reading
to all those who are interested in new, sophisticated points of view on politics, the
economy and culture and in positions of genuine liberalism as opposed to neo-liberal
schools of thought.
Gunnar Heinsohn has been a guest author for my management letter since 1998.
The two Bremen professors Gunnar Heinsohn and Otto Steiger, who unfortunately
passed away much too soon, have created a fundamentally new economic theory.
Their “property economics” or “debitism” – i.e. the property theory of economic activity – is a revolutionary academic breakthrough – comparable in its significance to the
thinking of great scientific pioneers such as Copernicus and Einstein.
The two pioneering thinkers wrote about the euro and its highly dangerous constructional flaws as early as March 1998. Among other things, it is precisely these
flaws that have led straight to today's euro crisis. In this issue readers will learn
about the interrelationship between interest, money and banks, which mainstream
economics has failed to grasp to this very day. They will then understand why the
measures taken so far, despite all good intentions, have only served to intensify the
crisis rather than solve it and what genuine solutions at the economic level should
look like – in the ideal case applied in combination with our SuperSyntegration
process at the level of organization and management.

NOTES

St. Gallen, July 2012
Sincerely yours,
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About the author
Prof. Dr. Dr. Gunnar Heinsohn is a professor of sociology
and economics at the University of Bremen. The focal
point of his research is demography. He rose to fame
with his book Söhne und Weltmacht: Terror im Aufstieg
und Fall der Nationen (2003) [Sons and World Domination: Terror in the Rise and Fall of Nations] and his
“youth bulge” theory.
Prof. Dr. Dr. Heinsohn was born in Poland and studied
at the Free University of Berlin. His best known works
are Eigentum, Zins und Geld: Ungelöste Rätsel der Wirtschaftswissenschaft
(1996, 9th edition 2009) [Property, Interest and Money: Unresolved Enigmas of
Economics] and Die Vernichtung der weisen Frauen (1984) [The Destruction of
the Wise Women]. Professor Heinsohn is the author of more than 750 publications
and co-editor of the magazine “Zeitensprünge”. He also writes for major international newspapers.
In Lexikon ökonomischer Werke: 650 wegweisende Schriften von der Antike bis
ins 20. Jahrhundert (Düsseldorf: Wirtschaft und Finanzen, 2006) he is listed as the
only living German-speaking author and four of his works are mentioned. Since
2000 the core ideas of the book Eigentum, Zins und Geld [Property, Interest and
Money] which he presented together with Otto Steiger in 1996, are confronted
with the monetary theories of Aristotle, Adam Smith, Bernhard Laum and John
Maynard Keynes at the Money Museum of the German Bundesbank (Frankfurt
am Main).

NOTES

E-Mail: gunnar.heinsohn@uni-bremen.de
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How interest, the money market
and banks work
Interview with Prof. Dr. Dr. Gunnar Heinsohn, published in issue no. 998
of Schweizer Monat in July 2012 (www.schweizermonat.ch).
Malik standard model
of effectiveness®

Interview conducted by René Scheu and Claudia Mäder

Scheu/Mäder: The same thing that Saint Augustine once said about another
scarce resource also seems to apply to money: “What then is time? If no
one asks me, I know what it is. If I wish to explain it to him who asks, I do
not know.” Can you explain what money is?
Heinsohn: It's not really that difficult. First of all, you'd better forget everything you
know or think you know about money. Okay?
Agreed.
Alright, here we go. Money is a right of intervention against the property of the
person who issues the money. That's the essential point …
… Stop! Isn't money a means of exchange?
As I said, forget about that for now! Money in circulation represents the property
of a money-creating entity and those who hold circulating money in their hands
hold a claim to this very same property. The central point is that the claim of the
money owner is directed against the property of the money creator.
That all sounds very legalistic. The askers need more graphic explanations!

NOTES

No problem. Let's take the owner of a pasture. This owner has pastureland where
cattle can roam, and he can milk the cows and make cheese out of their milk.
This physical aspect of his asset is the possession side. But at the same time, in
our social structure he has something else in addition to possession, something
unfamiliar to other societies, such as tribal or feudal societies, namely a legal title,
an ownership title to his asset. This division of an asset into ownership and possession now allows two parallel operations to take place simultaneously. In letting
the grass grow and the animals graze so that he can make cheese, he is using
the physical (de facto) side, the possession side. At the same time, and without
disturbing this production in any way, he activates the non-physical (de iure) side,
the ownership side of his asset, for economic activity by pledging or encumbering
the asset and therefore holding it in readiness for debt enforcement or redemption.
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That makes sense. But how exactly is money created in the pasture?
Money is the product of non-physical ownership. Try to imagine person X who is
in a difficult position and approaches owner Y looking for help. The latter is willing
to help, but lends the supplicant neither hay nor cattle from his possession side,
but a note with which he collateralizes the ownership side of his pasture. This note
thus becomes valuable and capable of being circulated by the fact that it can be
redeemed against property owned by Y.

Malik Systems®

… X wants money and Y creates money?
Precisely. In this way Y becomes an issuer of money. In order to be able to lend
anything to X he has to create 100 Y marks – whether documented in clay, metal
or paper – backed by his ownership of the 100 square meters of pasture, while
his cattle continue to graze there completely undisturbed. X is now walking around
with a claim to part of Y's property. Y merely loses the free disposition over this
property that he cannot sell, give away as a gift or even encumber during the credit
period. However, he's compensated for this loss by the payment of interest. In
addition he enjoys the earnings from the continued use of his pasture. Credit thus
does not involve moving material items to and fro.
That sounds like an altruistic high-risk game. What possible motivation
could Y have to encumber his property in order to create money?
Neither Y nor anyone else creates money for themselves. Money is always
created for a debtor. And this debtor enters into three obligations. Every debtor
promises to redeem the debt after an agreed period; every debtor provides
collateral equivalent to the value of the property received and every debtor promises
to pay interest. It's only when these three promises – redemption, collateral,
interest – have been made that the money creation process is set in motion. So
not only is the risk of default covered by the provision of collateral, but the money
issuer also has the prospect of earning interest in return for making collateralized
property not free. However, the fact that interest is a direct part of the money
creation process means that every piece of money has an inherent claim to more
money – which explains the dynamism whereby property and its derivatives,
money and interest, engender economic activity.

NOTES

That all sounds rather complicated. It would mean that creating money on
the basis of property was the factor that set economic activity in motion.
The opposite is usually assumed to be the case: wasn't money created in
order to facilitate economic activity that had already been set in motion?
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No! It's not money that comes from exchange, but exchange that comes from
money! The prevailing doctrine, of course, says something else. For almost all
Nobel Prize-winning economists, money is a means of facilitating exchange. In
their view someone once upon a time wanted to exchange a pig for someone
else's donkey. But since the two of them didn't know how to find a fair relationship
between the two animals they resorted to a third commodity – it could have been
guinea pigs – and chose this so-called standard commodity as their money.
A donkey then cost 80 and a pig only 40 guinea pigs, they say. But the transition
from exchanging “commodity for commodity” to exchanging “commodity for
money” was never observed. As early as 30 years ago the economist Georg Dalton
was thus able to summarize one hundred years of research as follows: “The pure
exchange of commodities – in the strict sense of moneyless bartering – never was
a quantitatively appreciable or even a dominant pattern for economic transactions
in societies past and present, for which reliable information is available. Moneyless
bartering never was an evolutionary stage [...] before the beginning of a market
exchange based on money.”

Central Performance Control ( CPC® )

That's counterintuitive …
…You may well be right. But there's plenty of empirical evidence to support it. The
prevailing doctrine may be intuitive, but there's no historical evidence to back it up.
So you're saying that money came into the world as credit?
Through credit between two owners. Money is not the same as credit. Rather,
two documents are always needed to create money. One of them is the credit
agreement setting out the amount, the interest, the collateral and the repayment
period; the debtor collateralizes this with his property. The other document is
cash, which is used to collateralize the creditor's property. These two titles are
always created simultaneously. So money as a right of redemption in property
does not come into circulation until the credit agreement has been signed and the
collateral, redemption and interest have been pledged. If the debt is repaid at the
end of the contractual period and the interest has been paid, both documents –
the credit agreement and the banknote – can be torn up. Money is created and
destroyed over and over again just like credit. The property of the owner and that
of the debtor are then free again and can be encumbered anew.

Paper can be used to acquire property because it itself is collateralized with
property, because it is backed by property. In the case of a ten franc note it's the
Swiss National bank that, as the money issuer, vouches for the paper note with
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But I don't see or notice any credit agreement when I exchange my piece
of paper for a coffee in this restaurant.
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its property – today we call this equity. A franc is therefore collateralized with the
property of the National Bank. Of course, you don't see the credit agreement that
created your banknote and only the issuer knows which commercial bank has
signed the agreement. As a user of money you simply hope that this credit document
and the commercial bank that provides collateral really exist, for otherwise your
banknote would be nothing more than just thin air.
Malik General Management Model®
GMM®

So in addition to credit, our monetary system is also based on good faith?
As a matter of fact, you, as a system participant, blindly assume that the money
in circulation is collateralized by good property of the money creator – formerly
the pasture, today equity – and that a credit agreement is backed by proper
collateral. In the past, when private central banks still issued money, it was relatively
easy to make up for this uncertainty. When word got around that a bank had no
more property or accepted poor collateral, the value of the money was discounted
by market participants or the users of money.
Things are evidently different today. Today word does get around that the
collateral of central banks is lousy, but because those entities that accept
these uncertainties simultaneously define what's secure, adjustment by the
market is prevented. Government bonds are thus still seen as top collateral.
Today in our system it is effectively the case that neither the equity of central
banks, the collateralizers of money, nor the collateral provided by commercial
banks that borrow money are made up of classical assets in the form of real
estate, industry or agriculture. In both instances the property takes the form of
government bonds – which in many places originate from ageing and shrinking
populations and are therefore hardly serviceable. Well serviceable bonds can be
found in some dynamic developing countries whose populations are young and
whose debt ratios are low. Between 2001 and 2011 government debt worldwide
grew from 11 to 31 trillion dollars, and this mountain of debt has primarily been
accumulated by countries like Germany, France, the USA and the UK. At one time
there would have only been one possible reaction to securities like this as collateral
for money: get out of this money!

That would require two things. First of all, that the state has enough citizens with
property in the form of houses, land, businesses and so on. And secondly, the
state needs to be able to enter the homes of its citizens with a loaded gun. Normally
a state will impose taxes on its citizens before entering their homes.
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NOTES

Then there is the question of what the “right of intervention” is worth in
concrete terms in this case. As the owner of one euro I have a claim to
property that consists of nothing but promises, namely flimsy government
bonds. Now when push comes to shove and redemption is really demanded
can the state seize the property of its citizens?
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But there the alarm bells start ringing. The state has a duty to protect
the property of its citizens!
As a citizen one finds oneself in a strangely disparate situation. Every citizen is
made up, so to speak, of a private and a public half. The private side has property
of – say – 50,000 units and knows that this does not allow it to borrow 100,000
units. However, while this side constantly gauges its limits, the public citizen side
borrows a whole million, which the private side registers aghast. After all, it knows
about its limit of 50,000 units and watches with horror as its two halves continue
to drift further and further apart. This discrepancy is used by rating agencies to
calculate the safety rating of a government bond. If a state issues bonds for more
than 10 million, while its citizens only have property worth 5 million, it's clear that
the bonds can't be serviced and are no more than junk.

The Integrated
Malik Model IMS®

Although we live in a democracy, no one has ever asked us as citizens
whether we want to borrow a million.
No, the citizen is not asked. That is why the rating agency serves as the ultimate
safeguard for the citizen. If it allocates junk status to a government bond, it draws
attention to the unbridgeable gap between the ability to pay on the private citizen
side and the indebtedness on the public citizen side.
The EU has a different rhetoric. For it rating agencies are part of the
problem, not the solution.
When agencies estimate – as was the case with Greece in 2011 for instance
– that only 2,000 units of a government bond for 10,000 can be serviced from
taxation paid by citizens, then they set the bond to junk status. The club of
17 Eurozone countries naturally knows that these bonds are largely worthless.
This is precisely why they promise to guarantee the junk from the south with
German or Dutch bonds that are regarded as being strong. They want to keep
it close to 10,000 units to stop it from reaching its true price of 2,000 units.
How can a country like Germany, which played a major role in accumulating the
worldwide debt mountain and is highly indebted itself, guarantee something?

NOTES

Surprisingly enough, German citizens are regarded as being the best debtors
known to humankind. But they have never redeemed the debt. On the contrary,
between 1970 and 2012 German citizens increased their per capita debt from
EUR 800 to EUR 24,000. So although the Germans have enlarged their debt thirty
times over within 40 years, they are considered to be the world champions of solidity.
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Among the blind, the one-eyed may be the king. But how a huge mountain
of debt can help settle an enormous mountain of debt is hard to understand
with the best will in the world.
Of course, German government bonds are also secured by mere air to some extent.
However, a bond of 10,000 units can even cost 12,000 units if investors have fled
from the bonds of other countries, which definitely fall from 10,000 to 2,000 faster
than German bonds. Nevertheless, German bonds also need a bit of help from
the central bank. Because a long-term German bond only pays between 2 and 3
percent interest, no bank that has borrowed the money to buy it from its central
bank at 4 to 5 percent would be able to afford it. This would be sheer lunacy! No
one borrows at 4 percent to buy something that pays only 2 percent. So the sale
of German government bonds can only work as long as the interest charged by the
central bank is even lower than the pathetic returns they bring. If the central bank
charged 5 percent interest, the Germans would have to offer 6 or 7 percent, rates
at which the southern countries of the EU had to be saved from death by cardiac
arrest, through rescue packages made up of German government bonds.

Malik Basic System
of Corporate Governance

Where exactly does the problem lie if interest is low and money is cheap?
The problem lies in the wrong answer to the core question of economics: what is
the loss of a lender whom the borrower has to compensate with interest? Central
bankers and Nobel Prize winners think that interest is the price paid for money,
which they see as a commodity. But the price of money is its exchange rate. To
explain interest, let us pay another visit to our pasture owner and money issuer.
Why does he charge interest to his debtor? Not for lending him a cow whose milk
he would lose so that he can no longer make cheese and therefore has to demand
part of the cheese as interest from the borrower who uses the milk in this way.
This is what we find in the textbooks. But we know that the lender has not lent out
a single cow and is not losing a single drop of milk. The lender demands interest
because he makes his property not free for the 12-month term of the loan; he cannot
sell it and he cannot even encumber it.
He still goes on milking the cows from the possession side of his asset. But he
must retain the title to both them and the pasture in case a claim to redemption
arises. He charges interest to make up for this 12-month loss of his freedom of
disposition. He thus cannot do without the interest because it is the object of
his business, namely to encumber and risk property.

Politicians and professors regard the central bank as a public authority – something
like a state-owned electric company that has to ensure the supply of electricity.
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Central banks consequently give up their core business if they minimize
interest. How can they afford to do that?
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But in reality the central bank is nothing other than a large commercial bank that
lends money to small commercial banks and makes its property not free in order
to collateralize its money: property that is deposited by its citizens.
The Integrated
Malik Model IMS®

So central bankers can only slash interest rates to zero and thus waive any compensation for making property not free because they say: it doesn't interest us if
you citizens don't earn interest anymore and lose your share of the central bank's
profits for new hospitals or highways.
To put it in a nutshell does all this mean that central banks lend against weak
collateral and waive interest so that commercial banks can buy securities that
no one else would otherwise purchase?
You've got it. And ultimately this must all come full circle. Citizens not only lose the
profit from the interest on their share in the central bank. On top of this they have
to pay interest to commercial banks that only buy government bonds as long as
their interest rate is above that charged by the central bank. After all, where does
their government get the money for these interest payments? From new government
bonds. The interest earned by banks thus appears directly as an additional debt on
the public citizen side of the population.
But that's scandalous. Why aren't citizens up in arms?
Because all citizens secretly want this to continue. Everyone knows that the
mountain of debt can never be repaid and consequently everyone hopes that the
collapse will not come until their own private side has been extinguished. This
means that there is a collective interest in letting things go on the way they are
and letting the system come crashing down as far in the future as possible.
This is why young people today are more nervous than the old. While the young
see their future compromised by a state bankruptcy, the old think: I'll long be
pushing up daisies by then.

There are two reasons. First of all, of course, there's the abolition of the gold standard
in 1970; there is talk of this everywhere. But an interesting parallel development
can be observed: 1970 was also the year when the number of children in a family
fell to below two for the first time, as it did in Germany for instance. For the first
time fewer children were thus being born than were needed to preserve the stability
of the population. In 1970 not only did currencies become detached from gold
property, but this year also marked the beginning of the ageing Western population,
which is now proceeding at breathtaking pace.
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The system appears to be one of cleverly construed folly. How could we
have come from concrete property that creates money to this flimsy structure
where worthless collateral is exchanged for unsecured ownership titles?
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This ageing of the population can hardly be stopped by decree.
But would returning to a precious metal standard be a solution for our
economic system?
In my view precious metal currencies and standards are not only unnecessary,
but an obstacle because they impose a limitation. If gold is the only form of property
that can be used as collateral for money, ownership of a pasture and so on would
suddenly become economically sterile. On the other hand, a break away from
precious metal means that all types of property can be used to create money and
this is definitely a step in the right direction. Unlike the representatives of the
Austrian School, I therefore don't consider the system to be bad in principle. On
the contrary: the system allows for the maximum activation of property – as long
as it is not bungled.

Malik General Management Modell®
GMM®

If by bungling you mean the discussed practice of minimizing interest and
waiving collateral, it's ultimately a question of the political manipulability of
money, and this is something that can't be solved in our system.
It's about the manipulation of central banks. What we need is a Basel IV not only
for 10,000 commercial banks, but for the 30 or 40 central banks that are relevant
worldwide. For as long as we keep pouring fuel on the fire from above, you can
keep on regulating below as much as you like. The G-20 could organize such a
regulation of central banks. If they were to decide that all central banks may
only accept first-rate collateral, have proper equity and have to charge 4 to 5 percent
interest, the system would stabilize in next to no time.
That sounds great in theory, but in practice there's a problem of incentive
that can't be solved even with the best Basel IV for central banks.
Ultimately governments have an interest in taking on debt and as long as
they are in command of the responsible institutions they'll make the rules
to suit themselves.

The rigor of this higher bank would have then forced all central banks, and
consequently all commercial banks, to issue money only against first-rate
collateral. Today's ECB is only a small subsidiary of the 17 national central
banks. It has no commercial bank dealings and actually only has authority
to set or rather announce interest rates. Disturbingly, it's allowed to create new
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That's true and it's something that was considered before the introduction of the
euro. In 1989, for instance, the former President of the Italian Central Bank, Carlo
Ciampi, suggested setting up a European central hyperbank. National central
banks would have had to borrow their money for relending to their commercial
banks from this central hyperbank. Banca d'Italia would not have gotten a single
euro there against a debt security from Palermo.
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money to buy securities, and with an equity of 11 billion it already held unstable
debt securities of 279 billion as of the end of March 2012. Almost even more
outlandish are the EUR 145 billion or so of “Emergency Liquidity Assistance” or
ELA loans made to commercial banks in Greece, Ireland, Spain and Cyprus at
the end of June 2012. Not even the ECB knows what collateral the banks gave in
those cases. That lies at the discretion of the heads of the national central banks.
Malik Systems®

In theory a hyperbank sounds great, but the objection remains the same.
If the situation gets dicey, the laws governing the central hyperbank would
be amended – not through a national resolution, but through a unanimous
international resolution, so that national governments can continue to muddle
along as before.
I'll tell you why you're right. Why was Ciampi overruled? The southerners openly
said that they hardly had any collateral of a quality that the German Bundesbank
and also a hyperbank would demand. But if the central banks in Lisbon, Rome
and Athens were not allowed to accept junk bonds as collateral for fresh euros,
the municipalities, regions and central governments that issue such debt securities
wouldn't be able to pay their civil servants anymore. If Germany were to accept
that, they said, they would accept the collateralization rules demanded by Germany.
Germany gave in. Since then the sore underlying the euro has been festering due
to the fact that it's supposed to be a single currency that has to be accepted 1:1
everywhere, but it's not always issued against the same hard collateral.
But this is exactly what is happening today, the north paying the south –
without any central hyperbank!

NOTES

Yes, but it's worse. With the transfer payments originally demanded by the
south, we would at least have had a hard euro. Now payments are being made
while the currency continues to be undermined.
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System-cybernetic Malik knowledge
Beyond all fashions and undesirable developments in management teaching, Right and Good
Management is possible in every organization if the natural laws of how complex systems function
are applied.

Tools for leadership in the 21st century
We have devised our globally unique system-cybernetic management systems for the practical
mastery of complexity and the optimal functioning of organizations. This enables them to define
what Right and Good Management is and thus set the standards for the manager’s role. They are
the tools for leadership in the 21st century. To this end, the Malik Systems have special characteristics and features.

Characteristics of the Malik Systems®:
1. UNIVERSAL:

2 . S E L F - R E G U L AT I N G
AND SELF-ORGANIZING:

The Malik systems are universally valid and can
thus be applied in any organization and culture.

Our systems empower organizations to regulate
and organize themselves.

3. MODULAR AND CONFIGURABLE:

Our systems are modular and can thus be configured for any purpose. Their elements are logical,
their content and methodologies networked, and
compatible and scalable across the board. They
grow with the organization.

4. MODEL-SUPPORTED:

The Malik Education is model-based. They enable
quicker learning, easier retention and highly effective application many times over.

5 . C O M P AT I B L E :

Our models ensure the uniformity of language
and concept, and in this way compatibility in all
applications.

… are the wrong management teachings to enable you to develop the right solutions all the better
and to put them into action. For example, we were the first to prove that the “shareholder value
approach” taught everywhere leads to massive mistakes in managing economic resources and to
undesirable developments in managing human resources. We have pointed out the risks in the
financial system, and published them in a timely manner – and designed functioning solutions to
manage them.
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What you will learn to understand with the Malik Systems …
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The Basic Malik Models
The working tools for the Malik Systems are models. The way they function can be compared
to dynamic maps. The inner core is made up of the three following basic models, which contain all
components for Right and Good Management, for the optimal functioning of organizations and for
the effectiveness, performance and success of people.

®

M A N A G I N G O R G A N I Z AT I O N S
The Malik General Management Model®
GMM® It defines the functioning of organizations
and contains all components for the overall management of an organization in its environment.
These are the seven elements of Environment,
Policy, Governance, Strategy, Structure, Culture
and Executives. Managing Organizations

®

MANAGING PEOPLE
The Standard Model of Effectiveness
It defines the profession of the professional
manager and contains those components that all
executives need at all times and in all places to
effectively manage themselves and other people.
They are the five elements of Tasks, Tools,
Princi-ples, Communication and Responsibility.
Managing People

®

The Integrated Malik Model IMS® It is produced from the combination of the General Management Model and the Standard Model
of Effectiveness. The IMS comprises all relevant elements for the
successful leadership of a result-producing unit and its people. It
can be applied in any organization. Managing the Integrated System
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Reader services and information
MALIK LETTER IN THE INTERNET

MALIK PUBLICATIONS IN ENGLISH

Platform for subscribers:

Strategy − Navigating the Complexity
of the New World

m.o.m.iliasnet.net

»» online archives with all Malik Letters
which have been published since July
1993 for download as PDF in German
and English.
»» Malik Letter-forum for exchange and
discussion with Fredmund Malik and
subscribers.
»» As Malik Letter subscriber you will
receive a monthly announcement mail
with your personal access data.

Further products
»» Malik Letter in German.
»» All Malik Letters are also available on CD
and MP3 as of March 2001.
Spoken by the author himself.

Information and order
T +41 71 274 37 00 or
malik.management@malik-mzsg.ch
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MALIK SOLUTIONS

Malik SuperSyntegration®
Exponential amplification of leadership
effectiveness. malik-management.com
English seminars in China
For managers working in China we offer
Malik seminars in Shanghai and Beijing
which fit this fast-growing region perfectly.
malik-management.com/en/malik-for people
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